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Matt Silverman, Client Ambassador

The Law Firm of Kramer 5. Kaslow

Representing over 1600 homeowners in the case of Ronald vs Bank of America, and other pending cases

Would you be interested in joining over i 600 homeowners

who have banded together in the landmark,

mass action lawsuit

against Bank of America' ?

Led by a team of the country's best attorneys who are

helping you keep what your lender is trying to take away from you

Dear Homeowner,

At this time of great vulnerability in your life, it is our sincerest intention, that this

letter can be the first sign of genuine hope for you and your family. Because there is

still a way you can keep and afford your home.

Bank of America scheduling a foreclosure sale has got to feel like the fatal dagger in

a battle you' ve been fighting for months or even years. We' ve been in similar

situations ourselves, so when we say we feel your pain, it is a real voice of concern.

As a re istered laintiff in the lawsuit,

you are protected by a

voluntar moratorium on foreclosure action

on the part of Bank of America.

Yes, you read this correctly. For the past 18 months, counsel has been so effective at putting Bank

of America on their heels that within a few days of joining the law suit, foreclosure action sto s

(please read more important details in the frequently asked questions).
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Read the following pages to find out more.

We know you don't have much time to act.

So we have prepared this letter with information
to help you determine quickly and thoroughly:

this law firm is one of the country's top rated law firms

the case has genuine merit

what it costs to participate

the benefits of joining the lawsuit

answers to your questions
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The 9 recommended next steps
for learning about, and joining the lawsuit

+ check these off as ou com lete each ste

Getting informed

Step 1 : R ea d the rest of this letter: (15 minutes) includes frequently asked questions, and
the Kramer &, Kaslow Presentation.

Step 2: confirmation of attorney qualifications: (5 minutes)
Philip Kramer, principal of Kramer &, Kaslow (K2) has received the highest rating from Martindale &, Hubble, the

country's premier attorney rating service, making him among the top 5% of attorneys in the country.

SteP 3 : W a tCh VideO interVieWS with senior counsel Philip Kramer (15 minutes) at www.SueM Bank.us

Step 4: (optional): Read the actual case at www.SueM Bank.us

Getting started

SteP 5 : C OmPlete the fOrmS: (15-20 minutes) We can help you with these. We know time is

short, so we will help you make sure they are completed properly.

Step 6: Get a copy of your note and deed (if you have them)

Step 7: GO tO yOur bank, and have them prepare a bank check for $5,000 payable to: K2
Law/The Law Offices of Kramer &, Kaslow. Or to be registered immediately, choose the Rapid Registration Option and
make a direct deposit to any Wells or Wachovia branch.

SteP 8: Send your forms, bank check and coPy of your note to us: we can pick
it up, or overnight to: Matt Silverman, K2 Law, 247 Laws Brook Road ¹314, Concord, MA 01742

SteP 9 : T ake a d ee P bre ath and re laX: You will hear from the law firm within 48 hours,
knowing you are now part of the landmark law suit against Bank of America. Your legal team is fighting for reduced

principal, low affordable payments, cancelation of fees, penalties and past due.
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Important Information I Frequently Asked Questions

What is the expected result? As a result, Bank of America has voluntaril

The suit is for the complete cancellation of your declared a moratorium on all foreclosure sales for

mortgage. Counsel does not expect the case to go to laintiffs named in the case. This is in no way a

trial but with, Bank of America on the defensive, guarantee that they will continue to do so. It is possible

counsel does not expect to settle for anything less than that counsel could advise you to file bankruptcy to stop

eachplaintiffreceivingdramaticall lower a ments a sale if this present situation changes.

and reduced rinci al.
What if my sale is as soon as tomorrow?

Who are the plaintiffs? You may have to file bankruptcy if there is not enough

You are when you join. Each homeowner is named in time to get you listed as a plaintiff before your sale date.

the lawsuit as a plaintiff with full rights. Counsel does not file bankruptcy for plaintiffs. This is a
separate action. You would need to use your own

Who can participate? bankruptcy attorney to file, or a free guide to file it on

If ouhaveamort a ewithBankofAmerica oucan
your own. Often a self filing can buy you a few weeks,
which is all it takes to hold off the immediate sale. WeBaartici ata.. It is not about you. It is about Bank of

America having no legal rights to your mortgage.
can direct you to a free guide for that purpose.

Therefore, there are no income qualifications. You can
participate If you: What if they already foreclosed?

never missed a payment It won't help you get your home back, but the suit

owe more than your house is worth alleges the bank had no right to take your home, and

don't have any income therefore you are entitled to damages. If you had a

have a lot of income mortgage with Bank of America you can participate.

What is the nature of the lawsuit? What's the cost?

The suit alleges on multiple counts that your mortgage To hire a high powered team of lawyers to take on the

is invalid. The 3 fundamental landmark arguments legal force of the Bank of America, costs many

include but are not limited to securitization, patriot act, hundreds of thousands of dollars. Counsel has already

and banking violations. See the videos on the web site allocated over $1 million worth of legal services to the

for more details. The 117 page law suit can be viewed case. But with the costs split among 1600+
homeowners, your portion of the retainer is a one time

the legal concepts to participate. fee of $5,000.

Is the case strong enough? How do I make payment?

After 18 months in court, the case started out strong Go to your bank and have them prepare a $5,000 bank

and continues to gather momentum. Counsel has won check made payable to:

5 preliminary hearings. This promises to be a landmark K2 Law / The Law Offices of Kramer & Kaslow

case, and you get to be a part of it.
What do I get? What happens when I sign

Does this really stop foreclosure? up?
This case has been ongoing for the past 18 months. 1. Your name is added to the case as a named plaintiff.
During that time, for every named plaintiff with a 2. Every named plaintiff is suing Bank of America for
foreclosure sale date, counsel has filed motion for complete forgiveness of their mortgage. You get full
injunction that has stopped the foreclosure sale. representation for the duration of the case.
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3. A demand is filed for each new plaintiff, for an immediae Are there any guarantees?
reduction of your mortgage to 80% of appraised value No attorney can guarantee the outcome of a law suit.
and payments at 2% . This demand expires in 30 days. That's why you only hire the best attorneys who know

4. After no response from Bank of America, motions how to go for the jugular when the opponent is trying to
continue as the case moves forward, now demanding take something from you they don't deserve (like your
your entire mortgage to be completely wiped out. home, or the equity in your home). For the first time, a

group of homeowners are now on equal or better
Does that mean I will get my mortgage footing than the legal force of Bank of America.

canceled? Consider looking at it this way. This is exceptional legal
Not necessarily. But with that as the threat, Bank of help and is amazingly cheap when compared with the
American is on its heels, and never have homeowners total costs and potential benefits.
had better odds for getting principal, arrears and rates
reduced by significant amounts. That's why you have Think of it like an insurance policy, but you don't have

the best attorneys money can buy. With a million dollar
to die to get paid. The bigger your mortgage, the

legal team on YOUR side, Bank of American is getting smaller the risk, compared to the reward. If you

hit for the first time by a powerful legal team that has
believe that this is the best chance you have for

already gotten decisions in their favor in 5 out of 5 pre success, then you are making the right move by joining
the lawsuit.

trial motions. You couldn't have more powerful support
for your ultimate success.

Is this like a loan modification?
Not at all. K2 Law has negotiated over 4,000 loan

Why can't I use my local attorney? modifications (which may be a record for a single law
The banks are counting on that. Even the best local firm). But in a loan modification you are asking the
attorney can't come close to the legal clout of $1 million in bank to be nice, and they are in control because they
legal services your counsel has already spent on this cas don't have to give you anything.
on your behalf. You would have to pay more to get far
less. In this lawsuit, the gloves are off. It is about them, not

you, so they are on the defensive, and your legal team
knows how to keep applying the pressure.

Should I have a lot of legal questions?
Homeowners have never had a better opportunity to

A lot of people get tripped up asking for clarification of
get truly decent terms, including principal reduction.

the legal issues. Do you think OJ studied law texts And homeowners who didn't fit the narrow
before hiring Johnny Cochran? He just knew he had

qualifications of a loan modification because they
the best darn attorney for the job, and we all found out

made too much or too little income, can still join the
what we already knew. It's not about truth or justice.

case, and get far more than the few lucky ones who
He with the best attorney wins. actually get a loan modifications approved.
So know what your attorney is trying to accomplish for
you. Watch the videos, and review the 18 page client What do I do next?
presentation. Ask us questions, but don't get stuck on Return the completed agreement along with payment
thinking you need a legal education. Heed the advice and you will be added to the lawsuit in the next motion.
of your counsel, and read their regular status reports
you will receive. Then focus your energy on improving Don't see your question here?
your financial position as best you can. Call or email Matt Silverman, K2-Law client

ambassador, with your questions. 978-369-5333 or
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Step 2: Confirmation of attorney qualifications

A high profile case, against the might of the country's biggest mortgage lenders,

requires a legal team with the knowledge and the resources to reduce the bank's legal

might to a non-issue.

Judging by performance of the past 18 months, counsel has demonstrated over and over

again the ability to prevail and win for their clients. There have been five separate

motions and counsel has won each and every one.

In one motion Bank of America wanted to move the case to a different court, but the

judge would not tolerate their shenanigans and threw them out of court!

Counsel won repeated injunctions against Bank of America which prohibited them

from taking any foreclosure action against specifically named plaintiffs. Bank of

America conceded and issued a blanket moratorium on foreclosure action for any

plaintiffs in the case. The summary, motions, and the complete case can be viewed at

www.SueM Bank.us.

Philip Kramer, principal of The Law Firm of Kramer A Kaslow (K2 Law), has

achieved the highest ranking by Martindale A Hubble, the country's most

respected source for ranking attorneys.

His Martindale and Hubble AV rating is a prestigious accomplishment and the highest
rating an attorney can receive, making him among the top 5% of the nation's attorneys.

An AV c e r t i f ication mark is a significant rating accomplishment — a testament to the

fact that lawyer's peers rank him or her at the highest level of professional excellence.

A lawyer must be admitted to the bar for 10 years or more to receive an AV rating.

More can be found at the Martindale & Hubble website:
htt://www.martindale.com/Phili -A-Kramer/124572-law er.htm

Philip Kramer has been admitted to appear before the US District Court, the US Court

of Appeals, US Court of Military Appeals and the US Supreme Court.

Step 3: Watch the video interviews (15 minutes)
with senior counsel Philip Kramer at www.SueM Bank.us

Step 4: (optional): Review the actual case
You can find the entire 117 page case filing, all the motions, and a summary at

www.SueM Bank.us
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K2 Law — Landmark Lawsuit — Restoring

Justice to America's Homeowners

K2 Law / Mitchell J. Stein & Associates

Mass Joinder Litigation Services

On November 10'", 2010, K2 Law, a division of EICOS,4 •
The Law Firm of Kramer & Kaslow and Mitchell l. Stein & Associates, announced the expansion of our

services to now include: 6 New Mass Joinder Litigation Cases

The springboard for these cases has been the extensive work and case precedence

established via the Ronald et al v. Bank of America case.

Millions of American homeowners today work hard to sustain the demands of paying their

mortgages. What they do not know-because lenders are running fast to sweep the facts
under the rug — is that millions of these loans have shown evidence of fraud.

You cannot turn on the television or open a newspaper without hearing or seeing some

story regarding "MERS","robo-signing" or how banks are foreclosing on American

homeowners without the proper procedures being followed. These lenders will imply that

this is simply a technicality in the paperwork.

Many courts across America, multiple state Attorneys General, and millions of struggling

homeowners adamantly disagree.

YOU truly have legal cause against your lender and with K2 Law

you can join thousands of Americans who are fighting back!!!!

Your Client Ambassador, Matt Silverman

978-369-5333
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Mr. Kramer's practice emphasizes commercial litigation and trial

advocacy, with a concentration on franchise law, banking litigation,

and real property matters. He has tried in excess of 200 cases and has

appeared on nationally televised programs regarding pre-trial

procedure and trial strategy and has appeared as a guest lecturer on

topics ranging from constitutional law to trial practice. Mr. Kramer is a

past president of the Los Angeles West Inns of Court, a national

organization dedicated to bringing back professionalism and civility

into the legal profession.

Mr. Kramer received a Juris Doctorate from the Catholic University of

America and a Bachelors' of Arts from The Ohio State University.

Mr. Kramer has receive the highest rating from Martindale R Hubble.

I c egJ,st
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Mitchell J. Stein, Esq. is a 25-year award-winning litigator, trial

lawyer, financier, and entrepreneur. He has represented many of

the world's largest companies in State and Federal Court, and has

been involved in some of the highest profile cases in the nation's

history.

At Mitchell J. Stein 5 Associates, you will find a level of lawyering

that is among the best in the profession.

Click here to view Mr. Stein's California Bar Information.

Your Client Ambassador, Matt Silverman

978-369-5333
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This case was filed and then transferred by court order to the Los

Angeles complex litigation department Case 0 BC409444. Currently

there are close to 1,100 clients (growing daily) represented in this

case. The following updates to the case occurred as recently as the

October 19th 2010 via the "Plaintiffs Status Report".

Claims include:

• Ma Ifeasa nce

• Statutory Violations

• 3rd Party Beneficiary Claims

• Phantom Investors and Beneficiaries

• Unfair Business Practices

C iter

MERS

Over 62 million mortgages are now held in the name of MERS, an electronic re rding system devised by
and for the convenience of the mortgage industry. A California bankruptcy court, following landmark cases
in other jurisdictions, recently held that this electronic shortcut makes it impossible for banks to establish
their ownership of property titles — and therefore to foreclose on mortgaged properties. The logical result
could be 62 million homes that are foreclosure-proof.

Mortgages bundled into securities were a favorite investment of speculators at the height of the financial
bubble leading up to the crash of 2008. The securities changed hands frequently, and the companies
profiting from mortgage payments were often not the same parties that negotiated the loans. At the heart
of this disconnect was the Mortgage Electronic Registration System, or MERS, a company that serves as

the mortgagee of record for lenders, allowing properties to change hands without the necessity of
recording each transfer.

MERS was convenient for the m ortgage industry, but courts are now questioning the im pact of all of this

financial juggling when it comes to mortgage ownership. To foreclose on real property, the plaintiff must
be able to establish the chain of title entitling it to relief. But MERS has acknowledged, and recent cases
have held, that MERS is a mere "nominee" — an entity appointed by the true owner simply for the purpose
of holding property in order to facilitate transactions. Recent court opinions stress that this defect is not
just a procedural but is a substantive failure, one that is fatal to the plaintiff's legal ability to foreclose.

That means hordes of victims of predatory lending could end up
owning their homes free and clear — while the financial industry
could end up skewered on its own sword.

Your Client Ambassador, Matt Silverman

978-369-5333
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Proof of Note Securit

When Wall Street banks securitized, packaged, sold, and resold our

mortgages, they created a system where it is often impossible to

figure out who actually owns mortgage notes and therefore has the

authority to foreclose on properties. But the big banks are getting

tangled up in their own web. Recent events have exposed a handful

of banks that are throwing families out of their homes even though

they don't have the mortgage note that proves they actually have a

legal right to do so. There have been instances of two banks trying

to foreclose on the same home, and in at least one case, of a bank

trying to foreclose on a house where the homeowner had never

even taken out a mortgage with anyone in the first place.

C iter

EI$84 •
Proof of Funds Patriot Act Violation

Not only do banks have to prove the documentation of the original

note they must show proof of the actual funding on each specific

note transaction. Banks have attempted in court to provide

evidence of a securitization pool as proof of funds but courts have

ruled this as inadequate evidence. The two major challenges this

causes is:

• The sheer impossibility of banks being able to unwind mortgage

pools down to individualinvestors tied to individual property

• Banks unwillingness to disclose the participating entities within the

investment pools.

Your Client Ambassador, Matt Silverman

978-369-5333
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Potential Case Outcomes

Like K2 Law's Loss Mitigation process, Counsel cannot and will not

provide a guarantee of any specific outcome. Litigation is a

calculated decision based on various case and legal precedence. K2

Law feels the preceding cases carry extreme merit that may carry

the following potentia I outcomes:

• Pre Trial Settlement

• Amnesty Program

• Full Lien Strip

C s Outc

EI$84 •

Pre-trial settlement:

As each client joins the mass joinder action the lender will receive a

pre-trial settlement offer per the following terms. (note we are not

negotiating; we are using legal document demands on Form 998)

• Principal loan balance reduced to 80% of current market value.

• Interest rate reduced to 2% fixed for life of loan.

Your Client Ambassador, Matt Silverman

978-369-5333
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Amnest Pro ram:

Counsel will be working with legislation to create an potential

amnesty program. The results will likely be a universal modification

approach. If successful, this process will indemnify the lending

institutions from multi trillion dolla r litigation while providing

homeowners universal term reductions. Counsel anticipates our

clients "having a seat at the table" will be offered increased

settlement options.

C s Outc
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Full Lien Stri

This is the desired and intentional outcome of each of the 6 Mass

Joinder law suits.

Counsel has stated they are seeking a complete dismissal of the lien.

Your Client Ambassador, Matt Silverman

978-369-5333
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Litigation of this size is a very complex and time consuming process.

The following is a VERY brief outline of the litigation process:

• Attorney Retainer Agreement Executed

• Copy of the Deed of Trust gt Copy of Note submitted with file

• 998 Offer and Compromise (30 day wait)

• Seek foreclosure injunction / moratorium

• Plaintiff update from counsel every 30 days

• Settlement Offer

• Case Resolution

tagt Infb

Your K2 Law Client EICOS,4 •
Thank you for taking some time to learn more about your

Ambassadors rights as an American homeowner. Lenders and banks

have been given billions of dollars to help resolve an
Linda Malvarosa

epidemic housing challenge. Yet very little of those funds

21 Greenwich Street have truly resulted in homeowners balances reduced and

Dorchester, MA02122 interest rates lowered to provide the much needed relief

these funds were intended to support. Recent case
bruins141x2 msn.com precedent as well as many news sources point to an even

857-334-9033 larger problem that of bank fraud.

NOW IS THE TIME TO FIGHT BACK!!!

Matt Silverman
If you would like more information regarding how to join

247 Laws Brook Road ¹314 the K2 Law Mass Joinder Litigation process please contact

Concord, MA 01742 your K2 Law client ambassador.

978-369-5333 We look forward to serving you during this challenging
time.mattsilverman aol.com

www.SueM Bank.us K2 Law / Mitch Stein 5 Associates

Your Client Ambassador, Matt Silverman

978-369-5333


